
Education Therapy Centre
After long deliberations, a new day centre is to be built for the disabled 
children in Sylvia’s care. Building will start in January and be completed by 
September 2016. The ETC, in the grounds of the school, will accommodate 
100 children with a range of disabilities including cerebral palsy, cystic 
fibrosis and other mental and physical difficulties. It is being designed to 
provide space, light and colour and a stimulating environment.  There will 
be 9 classrooms (some with sensory, music and art facilities) and also a 
physiotherapy room. Each classroom will have its own toilet, shower facilities 
and outside play area. It is hoped that there will also be a small therapy 
pool. The ETC is being championed by Miss Lee Morgan, an osteopath 
from San Francisco, who has been raising money in the USA and has been 
working on its design.  Lee has been visiting India for more than a decade to 
work with local children. Tereza Heckenberger from Munich has also joined 
the team. She is an expert in methods of rehabilitation and education of 
disabled children.  

Specific UK donations are also supporting the project, topped up by a legacy. 
Several West Yorkshire Rotary Clubs are planning to fund equipment.  It will  
be a marvellous service to the children and their families in the absence 
of  any other worthwhile provision for their care, development, dignity and 
happiness.  Tony Allinson accompanied Sylvia and Lee Morgan to meet the 
architect in Bangalore.  A great project for the New Year! 
 

 
‘Christmas comes but once a year’ but years seems to get shorter and before I know 
where I am it is time for my Christmas message again!

This year has been one of great change and shifting priorities and we are now embarking on our new 
purpose-built Day Centre for physically and mentally challenged children. See news below.

Many of you have supported the work I do with great generosity throughout the last 34 years and others 
have become supporters as we have gone along.  I am honoured to call you all my friends.  I wish you all a very happy Christmas 
and may God bless you now and in the coming year.
                                                                                                                                   Love Sylvia
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Charity Hospital with 180 beds
Outpatient Clinics treating 80,000 patients a year
New Day Centre for 100 severely disabled children
Residential School for 200 profoundly deaf children
Nursing College with 80 students
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Tereza Heckenberger & Lee Morgan  

ETC Design work in progress

IT and School Website launched
The curriculum is settling in and the three IT teachers are being kept 
very busy.  The visiting team (see overleaf) was impressed by the 
teachers’ dedication and the children’s avid focus and desire to learn. 
Many show great promise and the facilities have now been opened 
up to the student nurses. All the school teaching staff attended a 
one week IT course in June and IT will be gradually introduced into 
mainstream teaching.  The school website has just been launched and 
can be viewed at: www.rmsdtvm.org

ChIldrEN lovE SpoNSorS
Sponsorship provides a large part of Trust income 
and many sponsors keep in touch with their child. 
The visiting team distributed many presents. Staff, 
led by Mrs Alamelu, do a great job keeping records, 
supervising sponsor/child communications and 
liaising with Angela Clark in the UK.  The children 
themselves are thrilled to have such interest and 
support.  Thank you all.
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• Going with the flow
First-time visitor Anthony Allinson, Tony’s son, set up a very lively and 
most informative blog/diary which can be viewed at: www.tswtblog.
wordpress.com or from the homepage of our website. He found life 
in Tiruvannamalai to be rather different from his many previous visits 
to the major cities!   

Some brief extracts:  
“17 Nov: …the flooding 
took the normal intense 
experience on India’s 
roads to new levels for me. 
Watching people organise 
an ad hoc contra flow on 
a dual carriage way is not 
something I expect ever to 
see again……”.  

“21 Nov: In the villages 
many of the simple, 
concrete houses are 
government built.  They 
are water proof and storm 
proof and are gradually 
replacing wood and straw 
buildings, though there 
are still many of those.

Each house has one or two rooms and a single light bulb. They are dark, 
damp and smoke filled. They do not smell, other than of damp and wood 
smoke... The families sleep on the floor, all together. Water comes from a 
bore hole. The toilet is the field.  The men work as farm labourers.  These 
things are all normal….”  

• rain starts play: usual defeat
The annual Test Match between India and England ended in the usual 
defeat for England, even though, because of a tropical downpour, the 
match had to be completed indoors using a dice and a scoreboard - 
to the great amusement of the children. 
 

• Audiology and Beaming Smiles
All the children up to the fifth form have been fitted with 
digital hearing aids. The benefits differ for each child but 
there were encouraging improvements in speech and 
the general noise level had certainly gone up!  

Anthony’s blog:  
“18 Nov:  The ethos is one of continuously getting better 
and better, a step at a time. Sylvia, her team and supporters 
can be very proud of what they have done and continue to 
do.  They have done something that matters. The one thing 
that has struck me most of all is that all the hard work, by 
staff and children, is accompanied by beaming smiles at 
every turn, that and the electric eye contact of people who 
are fully present, unselfconscious and bang in the moment.”  

• hospital & Nursing College
Anthony and Joanna Gilpin with Joanna’s sister, Biddie, 
met the students and staff in the Nursing College 
which is running well. They made several visits to 
the hospital which is slowly changing as government 
provision improves. Sylvia is starting to concentrate 
on the remaining gaps in health care, including dialysis: 
the number of machines has now gone up to 25!

• health & Safety
Bernadette Barnes and Tom Cullinan spent time 
reviewing fire procedures and other safety matters; Tom 
used his expertise in a survey of the school electrics.  

FuTurE
Several discussions were held with the governors and 
with Sylvia on how best to plan for the future. There 
is much to think about but the mists do seem to be 
clearing and a fuller report to supporters will be given 
in the New Year.

visit to Tiruvannamalai – reports from our own correspondents 
Tony Allinson has just returned from his annual 10 day working visit with several Trustees and supporters; as usual, all paid their 
own expenses.  They were met by floods.  Sylvia quoted a local saying:  “A good visitor brings rain,” and added,  “..  but you didn’t 
need to overdo it!” 

A village scene

Naveen - Man of the ‘Match’

Floods in Chennai


